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NON-CRITICAL EQUIVARIANT L-VALUES
OF MODULAR ABELIAN VARIETIES
FRANÇOIS BRUNAULT
Abstract. We prove an equivariant version of Beilinson’s conjecture on non-critical L-values of
strongly modular abelian varieties over number fields. The proof builds on Beilinson’s theorem
on modular curves as well as a modularity result for endomorphism algebras. As an application,
we prove a weak version of Zagier’s conjecture on L(E,2) and Deninger’s conjecture on L(E,3)
for non-CM strongly modular Q-curves.
The purpose of this article is to use the full strength of Beilinson’s theorem on modular curves
to prove the following result.
Theorem 1. Let A be an abelian variety defined over a number field K such that the Hasse-
Weil L-function L(A/K,s) is a product of L-functions of newforms of weight 2 without complex
multiplication on congruence subgroups of SL2(Z). Then for every integer n ⩾ 2, the weak form
of Beilinson’s conjecture on L(A/K,n) holds.
We in fact prove a slightly stronger result, namely an equivariant version of Beilinson’s con-
jecture for the Chow motive H1(A/K) with coefficients in the endomorphism algebra of A, at
every non-critical integer (see Corollary 34).
In the case A is an elliptic curve defined over Q, Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of
Beilinson’s theorem on the modular curve X1(N), together with the existence of a modular
parametrization X1(N) → A. In the case K = Q, the simple abelian varieties satisfying the
assumption of Theorem 1 are precisely the classical modular abelian varieties Af attached to
newforms f of weight 2 on Γ1(N). Note that in general Af may split over an abelian extension
of Q, and Theorem 1 applies to every factor of Af .
In the particular case of elliptic curves, Theorem 1 has the following consequence on Zagier’s
conjecture (see [32] for the statement of Zagier’s conjecture). Recall that a Q-curve is an elliptic
curve E over a number field K which is isogenous to all its Galois conjugates.
Corollary 2. Let E be a Q-curve without complex multiplication over a number field K such
that L(E/K,s) is a product of L-functions of newforms of weight 2. Then the weak form of
Zagier’s conjecture on L(E/K,2) holds.
Note that Corollary 2 is a generalization of [4, Thm 1, Cor], where we considered the case of
the base change of an elliptic curve E/Q to an abelian number field. Note also that the case of
CM elliptic curves was already worked out by Deninger [8, 9].
Thanks to the work of Ribet and the proof of Serre’s conjecture due to Khare and Winten-
berger, Q-curves are known to be modular in the sense that they admit a modular parametriza-
tion by X1(N)Q for some integer N . If this parametrization happens to be defined over an
abelian number field, then Corollary 2 applies. For instance, Corollary 2 applies to every non-
CM Q-curve E defined over a quadratic field K whose isogeny E → Eσ is also defined over K.
To our knowledge, this is the first proof of Zagier’s conjecture on L(E,2) for a non-CM elliptic
curve which is genuinely defined over a number field.
Using Goncharov’s results [13], we also get the following consequence on Deninger’s conjecture
on L(E,3) (see [10, 13] for an account of Deninger’s conjecture).
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2 F. BRUNAULT
Corollary 3. Let E be a Q-curve without complex multiplication over a number field K such
that L(E/K,s) is a product of L-functions of newforms of weight 2. Then the weak form of
Deninger’s conjecture on L(E/K,3) holds.
The proof of Theorem 1 builds on the profound results of Beilinson [1] on values of L-functions
associated to modular forms. The main technical ingredients are a Hecke-equivariant version
of Beilinson’s theorem, together with a modularity result for endomorphism algebras. More
precisely, we show that every endomorphism of a modular abelian variety Af which is defined
over an abelian extension of Q is of automorphic origin, making slightly more precise a theorem
of Ribet (see §3.3).
In order to deal with Beilinson’s conjecture for the factors of J1(N) overQ, we are naturally led
to use the equivariant formalism developed by Burns and Flach [5]. The need for this formalism
can be explained as follows. Imagine that an abelian variety A/Q decomposes as a product
A1 × A2, so that the L-function of A decomposes as L(A, s) = L(A1, s)L(A2, s). If Beilinson’s
conjecture (at some integer) holds for A1 and A2, then it holds for A, but the converse is not
clear. If we use the equivariant L-function instead, then Beilinson’s conjecture for A implies
readily the conjecture for A1 and A2.
Throughout the article, we will work with Chow motives of abelian varieties. Although this
could be avoided, we chose this point of view because we need to transport Beilinson’s theorem
from a modular curve to its Jacobian variety, and this is most naturally done by comparing the
Chow motive of this curve with the Chow motive of its Jacobian.
This work originates in an invitation at Kyoto University in October 2010. I gave a lecture on
the results of [4] and Prof. Hida suggested that the same method could work forQ-curves. I would
like to thank Prof. Hida for his valuable suggestion. I am also grateful to the referee for several
helpful comments. I would like to thank Xavier Guitart for providing me a reference allowing me
to drop the assumption that K is Galois in Theorem 1. Finally, I would like to thank Frédéric
Déglise, Gabriel Dospinescu, Vincent Pilloni for stimulating discussions on related topics.
1. The equivariant Beilinson conjecture
In this section we review the formulation of the equivariant Beilinson conjecture for Chow
motives endowed with an action of a semisimple algebra. We consider Chow motives with
coefficients in a number field E. The results in this section remain valid if E is an arbitrary
subfield of Q (although in this case E ⊗Q R need not be semisimple), but we won’t need this
level of generality.
Notations. For any Q-vector space V and any field F of characteristic 0, we put VF = V ⊗Q F .
For any ring R, we denote by Z(R) the center of R.
1.1. Chow motives with coefficients. Let us review some background material on Chow
motives.
Let K and E be two number fields. The category CHMK(E) of Chow motives defined over
K with coefficients in E consists of triples (Xd, p, n) where Xd denotes a d-dimensional smooth
projective K-variety, p ∈ CHd(X ×K X) ⊗ E is an idempotent and n ∈ Z ([21, Chapter 2], [17,
§4]). Morphisms between two objects M = (Xd, p,m) and N = (Ye, q, n) in CHMK(E) are given
by
Hom(M,N) = q ○ (CHd+n−m(X ×K Y )⊗E)) ○ p.
Note that End(M) is an E-algebra, and every idempotent e ∈ End(M) has kernel and image in
CHMK(E). Note that we use contravariant notations for our motives: there is a contravariant
functor sending a smooth projective K-variety X to the motive h(X) = (X,∆X ,0), where ∆X
denotes the class of the diagonal in X ×X. Any morphism φ ∶ X → Y gives rise to a morphism
φ∗ ∶ h(Y )→ h(X), defined by the class of the graph of φ.
Let M = (Xd, p, n) ∈ CHMK(E) be a Chow motive, and let 0 ⩽ i ⩽ 2d be an integer. We will
denote by the formal notation H i(M) the following system of realizations:● for any embedding σ ∶K ↪C, the Betti realization
H iB,σ(M) = p∗H iB(Xσ(C),E(n));
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● the de Rham realization
H idR(M) = p∗(H idR(X)⊗Q E);● for any prime `, the `-adic étale realization
H iét(M) = p∗[H iét(XK ,Z`(n))⊗Z` (E ⊗QQ`)].
These realizations are linked by the following comparison theorems. For any embedding σ ∶K ↪
C, we have an isomorphism of E ⊗C-modules (Grothendieck’s theorem)
(1) Iσ ∶H iB,σ(M)⊗QC ≅Ð→H idR(M)⊗K,σ C,
and for any embedding σ˜ ∶K ↪C extending σ, we have an isomorphism of E ⊗Q`-modules
I`,σ˜ ∶H iB,σ(M)⊗QQ` ≅Ð→H iét(M).
By definition, the weight of H i(M) is i− 2n. Recall the Hodge decomposition H iB,σ(M)⊗QC =⊕a+b=i−2nHa,bσ (M). TheE-vector spaceH idR(M) carries a decreasing filtration (FilkH idR(M))k∈Z
such that (FilkH idR(M))⊗K,σ C = Iσ(⊕
a≥kHa,bσ (M)).
We put H iB(M) =⊕σ∶K↪CH iB,σ(M), so that the various isomorphisms (1) combine to give
I∞ ∶H iB(M)⊗QC ≅Ð→H idR(M)⊗QC.
We put Filk(H iB(M)⊗QC) = I−1∞ (FilkH idR(M)⊗QC) and Filk = (id⊗c)(Filk), where c denotes
the complex conjugation. Note that Fil
k(H iB(M)⊗QC) =⊕σ⊕b≥kHa,bσ (M).
Let A be an E-algebra. We denote by CHMK(A) the category of Chow motives in CHMK(E)
endowed with an action of A. Its objects are pairs (M,ρ) with M ∈ CHMK(E) and ρ ∶ A →
End(M) is a morphism of E-algebras. Morphisms in CHMK(A) are morphisms in CHMK(E)
commuting with the action of A. The category CHMK(A) is additive but not abelian. If
M ∈ CHMK(A) then all realizations of M have natural structures of left A-modules, and the
comparison isomorphisms are A-linear. If e ∈ A is an idempotent then we may define e(M) ∈
CHMK(eAe).
Assume A is finite-dimensional and semisimple. Conjecturally, we then have an equivariant
L-function L(AH i(M), s) taking values in the center Z(AC) of AC ∶= A ⊗Q C [5, §4]. This
function should be meromorphic in the sense that for every embedding σ of E into C, the
function s ↦ L(AH i(M), s)σ ∈ Z(A⊗E,σ C) is meromorphic. In the case A = E =Q, we recover
the usual complex-valued L-function L(H i(M), s). For any M ∈ CHMK(A) and any integer
n ∈ Z, we denote by M(n) ∶=M ⊗E(n) the n-th Tate twist of M . Recall that
(2) L(AH i(M(n)), s) = L(AH i(M), s + n) (s ∈C).
For any motiveM = (Xd, p, n), we denote byM∗ = (Xd, tp, d−n) the dual motive. If A acts on
M then Aop acts on M∗. Conjecturally, the function L(AH i(M), s) extends to a meromorphic
function onC and there is a functional equation relating L(AH i(M), s) and L(AopH2d−i(M∗),1−
s).
Remark 1. According to [28, 6.2], given a smooth projective variety X/K of dimension d, there
should be a direct sum decomposition h(X) = ⊕2di=0 hi(X) in the category CHMK(Q). Such
a decomposition is known in the case X/K is an abelian variety [11], which is the only case
we will consider in this paper. In this case, we even have canonical Chow-Künneth projectors
p0, . . . , p2d ∈ End(h(X)) such that (X,pi,0) ≅ hi(X) for every 0 ⩽ i ⩽ 2d. These projectors
are compatible with morphisms of abelian varieties [11, Prop 3.3]. Thus for every morphism
φ ∶X → Y of abelian varieties over K, we get morphisms φ∗ ∶ hi(Y )→ hi(X).
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1.2. Relative K-theory. Let E be a number field, and let A be a finite-dimensional semisimple
E-algebra. The A-equivariant versions of the Beilinson conjectures are most conveniently formu-
lated using the relative K-group K0(A,R). Recall that K0(A,R) is an abelian group generated
by triples (X,f, Y ) where X and Y are finitely generated A-modules and f ∶ XR → YR is an
isomorphism of AR-modules [31, p. 215]. Note that X and Y are automatically projective since
A is semisimple. This group sits in an exact sequence [31, Thm 15.5]
(3) K1(A)→K1(AR) δÐ→K0(A,R)→K0(A)→K0(AR).
Lemma 4. The map K0(A)→K0(AR) is injective.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case where A is simple, in other words A = Mn(D) for some
division algebra D over E. Since K0(Mn(B)) is canonically isomorphic to K0(B) for every ring
B, it suffices to prove the injectivity of K0(D) → K0(DR). Let σ be an embedding of E into
C. Since D ⊗E,σ C is semisimple, there exists a ring morphism D ⊗E,σ C → Mn(C). Now the
composite map
Z ≅K0(D)→K0(DR)→K0(D ⊗E,σ C)→K0(Mn(C)) ≅ Z
sends 1 to n, thus is injective. 
Since A is semisimple, we have a reduced norm map nr ∶K1(A)→ Z(A)× [7, §45A].
Lemma 5. The reduced norm map nr is injective.
Proof. We may assume that A is a central simple algebra over E, in which case the result follows
from [7, (45.3)]. 
The algebras AR and AC are semisimple so we also have reduced norm maps on K1(AR) and
K1(AC) making the following diagram commute:
(4)
K1(A) K1(AR) K1(AC)
Z(A)× Z(AR)× Z(AC)×.
nr nrR nrC
By Lemma 5 and diagram (4), the map K1(A) → K1(AR) is injective. The exact sequence (3)
thus simplifies to
(5) 0→K1(A)→K1(AR) δÐ→K0(A,R)→ 0.
Example 1. Let us consider the classical case, namely A = E = Q. Then K1(A) = Q× and
K1(AR) = R× so that K0(A,R) can be identified with R×/Q×. Moreover, using this identifica-
tion, the class of (X,f, Y ) in K0(A,R) is none other than the determinant of f with respect to
bases of X and Y .
Lemma 6. The map nrR is injective and the map nrC is an isomorphism. Moreover, the left-
hand square of diagram (4) is Cartesian: identifying the groups K1(A), K1(AR) and Z(A)×
with subgroups of Z(AR)×, we have
(6) Z(AR)× = Z(A)× ⋅K1(AR) and K1(A) = Z(A)× ∩K1(AR).
Proof. We may assume that A is a central simple algebra over E. The injectivity of nrR and the
bijectivity of nrC are proved in [7, (45.3)]. Let Σ∞ be the set of archimedean places of E. For
any v ∈ Σ∞, let Av ∶= A⊗E Ev, so that AR ≅ ∏v∈Σ∞ Av and Z(AR)× = (E ⊗QR)× = ∏v∈Σ∞ E×v .
Let Σ be the set of places v ∈ Σ∞ such that Ev = R and Av is isomorphic to a matrix algebra
over the real quaternions. By [7, (45.3)], we have
nr(K1(A)) = {x ∈ E×;xv > 0 for every v ∈ Σ}(7)
nrR(K1(AR)) = {(xv)v∈Σ∞ ;xv > 0 for every v ∈ Σ}.(8)
In particular the image of nrR contains the connected component of identity in Z(AR)×. Since
E× is dense in (E ⊗QR)×, the first identity of (6) follows. The second equation is an immediate
consequence of (7) and (8). 
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Following the terminology of [5, §4.2], the extended boundary map δˆ ∶ Z(AR)× → K0(A,R) is
the unique extension of δ to Z(AR)× which vanishes on Z(A)× (such an extension exists and is
unique by Lemma 6).
Let X,Y,Z be finitely generated A-modules, together with a short exact sequence of AR-
modules
0→XR αÐ→ YR βÐ→ ZR → 0.
Since ZR is projective over AR, this sequence splits and the map β admits a section s ∶ ZR → YR.
Then the element ϑ = (X ⊕Z,α⊕ s, Y ) ∈K0(A,R) is independent of the choice of s.
1.3. Statement of the conjecture in the region of convergence. In this section we state
an equivariant version of Beilinson’s conjecture on special values of L-functions in the region of
absolute convergence. This conjecture is a particular case of the equivariant Tamagawa number
conjecture of Burns and Flach [5, §4.3]. Since we don’t consider the integrality part of the
conjecture in this article, the formulation becomes in fact much simpler.
Let E be a number field, and let A be a finite-dimensional semisimple E-algebra. Fix a
Chow motive M = (Xd, p,0, ρ) in CHMK(A) and an integer 0 ⩽ i ⩽ 2d. Whenever defined,
the equivariant L-function L(AH i(M), s) converges absolutely in the region R(s) > i2 + 1, and
because of the Euler product, its values at integers in this region belong to Z(AR)×.
Fix an integer n > i2 + 1. The conjecture on L(AH i(M), n) involves the Beilinson regulator
map
rБ ∶H i+1M/OK(M,E(n))⊗QR→H i+1D (M,ER(n)).
Let us briefly recall the definitions of the cohomology groups involved. The relevant motivic
cohomology group is given by
H i+1M (M,E(n)) = p∗(H i+1M (X,Q(n))⊗E).
where H i+1M (X,Q(n)) is defined as Quillen’s K-group K(n)2n−i−1(X). Let H i+1M/OK(M,E(n)) be
the subspace of integral elements defined by Scholl [29].
The Deligne cohomology group can be expressed as follows. Let c ∈ Gal(C/R) denote complex
conjugation. The isomorphisms c∗ ∶ Xσ(C) ≅Ð→ Xσ(C) together with complex conjugation on
Q(n) = (2pii)nQ induce an A-linear involution cB ∶ H iB(M(n)) → H iB(M(n)), which makes the
following diagram commute
H iB(M(n))⊗QC H idR(M(n))⊗QC
H iB(M(n))⊗QC H idR(M(n))⊗QC.
I∞
cB⊗c 1⊗c
I∞
Let H iB(M(n))± denote the subspace of H iB(M(n)) where cB acts by ±1. The diagram above
induces an isomorphism
H idR(M(n))⊗QR ≅ (H iB(M(n))+ ⊗QR)⊕ (H iB(M(n))− ⊗QR(−1))≅ (H iB(M(n))+ ⊗QR)⊕ (H iB(M(n − 1))+ ⊗QR).(9)
The Deligne period map is the canonical map
α ∶H iB(M(n))+ ⊗QR→ (H idR(M)/Filn)⊗QR.
Since the motive M(n) has weight i − 2n < 0, we have
ker(α) ⊂ (Filn ∩Filn)H iB(M)⊗C =⊕
σ
⊕
a+b=i
a,b≥n
Ha,bσ (M) = 0
so that α is injective. The Deligne cohomology group of M is then given by the cokernel of α :
(10) 0→H iB(M(n))+ ⊗QR αÐ→ (H idR(M)/Filn)⊗QR→H i+1D (M,ER(n))→ 0.
Conjecture 7 (Beilinson). The regulator map rБ is an isomorphism.
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Now the idea is that both the domain and codomain of the regulator map carry natural A-
structures, and comparing these two A-structures is enough to determine the equivariant L-value
up to an element of Z(A)×. The Deligne period map and the Beilinson regulator map are AR-
linear, and (10) is an exact sequence of AR-modules. Assuming Conjecture 7, the exact sequence
(10) together with rБ yields a canonical element ϑ∞ = ϑ∞(M, i, n) in K0(A,R). We may now
formulate the conjecture on the L-value as follows.
Conjecture 8 (Burns-Flach). Let n > i2 + 1 be an integer. We have the following equality in
K0(A,R)
(11) δˆ(L(AH i(M), n)) = ϑ∞(M, i, n).
Remark 2. By taking norms down to ER, Conjecture 8 implies Beilinson’s conjecture for the
classical L-value L(H i(M), n) ∈ E×R. Note that in the case A = E = Q, we have K0(A,R) ≅
R×/Q× and (11) is just a restatement of the usual conjecture.
Assuming the meromorphic continuation of the equivariant L-function, we may reformulate
Conjecture 8 using L-values at integers to the left of the central point. For this we use a different
A-structure in Deligne cohomology. Using (9), we may also express Deligne cohomology as
(12) 0→ FilnH idR(M)⊗QR→H iB(M(n − 1))+ ⊗QR→H i+1D (M,ER(n))→ 0
where the first arrow is induced by the projection on the second factor of (9). Assuming Con-
jecture 7, the exact sequence (12) together with rБ yields a canonical element ϑ′∞ = ϑ′∞(M, i, n)
in K0(A,R).
SinceA is a semisimple algebra, we have a reduced rank morphism rrA ∶K0(A)→H0(SpecZ(A),Z)
with values in the group of Z-valued functions on SpecZ(A) [5, §2.6, p. 510]. For each embed-
ding σ of E into C, we have a canonical morphism SpecZ(Aσ)→ SpecZ(A), from which we get
a morphism rrA,σ ∶K0(A)→H0(SpecZ(Aσ),Z).
Conjecture 9 (Burns-Flach). Let n > i2 + 1 be an integer. For any embedding σ ∶ E ↪ C, we
have
(13) ords=1−nL(AopH2d−i(M∗), s)σ = rrA,σ(H i+1M/OK(M,E(n))).
Furthermore, let L∗ ∈ Z(AR)× denote the leading term of the Taylor expansion of the L-series
L(AopH2d−i(M∗), s) at s = 1 − n, defined componentwise. Then we have
(14) δˆ(L∗) = ϑ′∞(M, i, n).
Remark 3. The reduced rank in (13) depends only on the realization ofM in Deligne cohomology
if we assume Conjecture 7.
In general these conjectures are out of reach as we cannot prove that the motivic cohomology
groups are finite-dimensional. Therefore, one often uses the following weakened conjecture.
Conjecture 10. There exists an A-submodule W of H i+1M/OK(M,E(n)) such that
(15) rБ(W )⊗QR ≅H i+1D (M,ER(n)).
Furthermore, let ϑ∞(W ) (resp. ϑ′∞(W )) be the element of K0(A,R) arising from rБ(W ) by
means of the exact sequence (10) (resp. (12)). Then we have the equalities
δˆ(L(AH i(M), n)) = ϑ∞(W )(16)
δˆ(L∗) = ϑ′∞(W ),(17)
where L∗ ∈ Z(AR)× is defined as in Conjecture 9.
Remark 4. We may ask for a property which is stronger than (15), namely that rБ induces an
isomorphism W ⊗QR ≅Ð→H i+1D (M,ER(n)).
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Finally, let us spell out the conjecture in the particular case of abelian varieties. Let B
be an abelian variety defined over a number field K. Consider the motive with Q-coefficients
M = H1(B) = (B,p1,0), where p1 the Chow-Künneth projector in degree 1. The usual L-
function of B/K is given by L(B,s) = L(H1(B), s). Let A = EndK(B) ⊗Q. The semisimple
algebra Aop acts on M , and we denote by L(AB,s) = L(AopH1(B), s) the associated equivariant
L-function. It converges for R(s) > 32 and takes values in Z(AC). Let B∨ be the dual abelian
variety of B. The Poincaré bundle on B×B∨ induces a canonical isomorphismM∗ ≅H1(B∨)(1)
in CHMK(A). The (conjectural) functional equation thus relates L(AB,s) and L(AopB∨,2− s).
Let n ⩾ 2 be an integer. We have isomorphisms
H2D(M,R(n)) =H2D(BR,R(n)) ≅ H1dR(B)⊗RH1B(B(C),R(n))+ ≅H1B(B(C),R(n − 1))+.
Let B ∼ ∏ri=1Beii be the decomposition of B into K-simple factors up to isogeny, and let Di =
EndK(Bi) ⊗Q. We have A ≅ ∏ri=1Mei(Di) so that Z(A) = ∏ri=1Z(Di). The reduced rank of
H1B(B(C),Q(n − 1))+ over A is the function i↦ dim(Bi).
Conjecture 11. There exists an Aop-submodule W of H2M/OK(B,Q(n)) such that
(18) rБ(W )⊗QR ≅H2D(BR,R(n)).
Furthermore, let ϑ∞(W ) be the element of K0(Aop,R) arising from the exact sequence
(19) 0→H1B(B(C),Q(n))+ ⊗R αÐ→H1dR(B)⊗R→ rБ(W )⊗R→ 0,
and let ϑ′∞(W ) be the element of K0(Aop,R) arising from the isomorphism
(20) rБ(W )⊗R ≅Ð→H1B(B(C),Q(n − 1))+ ⊗R.
Then we have
δˆ(L(AB,n)) = ϑ∞(W )(21)
δˆ(L∗) = ϑ′∞(W ),(22)
where L∗ ∈ Z(AR)× denotes the leading term of the Taylor expansion of L(AopB∨, s) at s = 2−n.
1.4. Base changes of Chow motives. If R is any ring and G is any group acting on R by
ring automorphisms, the twisted group ring R{G} is the free R-module with basis G, endowed
with the product (∑
σ∈Gaσ ⋅ σ)(∑τ∈G bτ ⋅ τ) = ∑σ,τ∈Gaσσ(bτ) ⋅ στ.
Let L/K be a Galois extension of number fields, with Galois group G. There is a canonical
base change functor CHMK(E) → CHML(E) sending a Chow motive M = (X,p,n) to ML =(XL, pL, n). In particular, we have a canonical morphism of E-algebras EndK(M)→ EndL(ML).
Note that ML is a Chow motive over L, but we may also consider it as a Chow motive over K.
Lemma 12. For everyM ∈ CHMK(E), there is a canonical isomorphism EndK(ML) ≅ EndL(ML){G}.
Proof. For any smooth projective L-variety Y , we have
Y ×K Y ≅ ⊔
σ∈GY ×L Y σ
where Y σ/L denotes the conjugate variety. Thus we have an isomorphism of abelian groups
(23) CH(Y ×K Y ) ≅ ⊕
σ∈GCH(Y ×L Y σ).
Now if Y = XL is the base change of a smooth projective K-variety X, then Y σ = Y so that
CH(Y ×K Y ) is the direct sum of copies of CH(Y ×L Y ). The ring structure can be described
as follows. For any σ ∈ G, let φσ ∶ XL → XL denote the K-automorphism induced by σ, and let
Γσ = φ∗σ ⊂XL ×KXL denote the transpose of the graph of φσ. We have ΓσΓτ = φ∗σφ∗τ = (φτφσ)∗ =
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φ∗στ = Γστ , so we get a group morphism Γ ∶ G→ AutK(H(XL)) where H(XL) is the total motive
of XL. By (23), we get
EndK(H(XL)) = ⊕
σ∈GEndL(H(XL)) ⋅ Γσ = EndL(H(XL)){G}.
For an arbitraryM = (X,p,n) ∈ CHMK(E), the idempotent pL ∈ EndL(H(XL)) ⊂ EndK(H(XL))
commutes with the action of G, so that we get a corresponding decomposition
EndK(ML) = pLEndK(H(XL))pL = (pLEndL(H(XL))pL){G} = EndL(ML){G}.

We will also need the following lemma from non-commutative algebra.
Lemma 13. If A is a semisimpleQ-algebra and G is a finite group acting on A byQ-automorphisms,
then A{G} is semisimple.
Proof. Let M be an arbitrary A{G}-module. Let us show that every submodule N of M is a
direct factor. Since A is semisimple, there exists an A-linear map p ∶M → N such that p(x) = x
for all x ∈ N . Define p′ ∶M → N by
p′ = 1∣G∣ ∑σ∈Gσpσ−1.
It is easy to check that p′ is A-linear and commutes with the action of G, so that p′ is A{G}-linear.
Moreover p′(x) = x for all x ∈ N , so that N is a direct factor of M . 
Let B be an abelian variety defined over K, and let BL = B ×SpecK SpecL be its base change
to L. Let A = EndL(BL)⊗Q be the algebra of endomorphisms of B defined over L. By Lemma
12, we have an isomorphism EndK(H1(BL)) ≅ Aop{G}. Note that A and G commute if and
only if all endomorphisms of BL are defined over K. We may consider the equivariant L-function
L(A{G}BL, s) and formulate a conjecture on the values L(A{G}BL, n), n ⩾ 2 as in §1.3. Note
that this conjecture specializes to a conjecture on all Artin-twisted L-values L(B ⊗ ρ,n) for any
finite-dimensional complex representation ρ of G and any integer n ⩾ 2.
1.5. Functoriality. In this section we recall functoriality results for the equivariant Beilinson
conjecture. Note that all compatibility results below are studied and proved by Burns and Flach
in the more general setting of the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture [5]. In the following
results, the « equivariant Beilinson conjecture » means any of the Conjectures 7, 8, 9, 10.
As a first step, the equivariant Beilinson conjecture is clearly compatible with taking direct
sums of Chow motives. We next study the behaviour of the conjecture under change of coeffi-
cients.
Proposition 14. Let E,E′ be number fields with E ⊂ E′. Let A be a finite-dimensional semisim-
ple E-algebra, and let A′ = A ⊗E E′. Let M = (X,p,0, ρ) ∈ CHMK(A) be a Chow motive, and
let M ′ = M ⊗E E′ ∈ CHMK(A′). Let i, n be integers such that 0 ⩽ i ⩽ 2 dimX and n > i2 + 1.
Then the equivariant Beilinson conjecture holds for L(AH i(M), n) if and only if it holds for
L(A′H i(M ′), n).
Proof. The equivariant L-function ofH i(M ′) is the image of the equivariant L-function ofH i(M)
under the canonical map Z(AC)→ Z(A′C). Moreover, the regulator map associated to (M ′, i, n)
is obtained from the regulator map associated to (M, i, n) by tensoring with E′ over E. Since
the extended boundary map is functorial, we are thus reduced to show that the canonical map
ι ∶ K0(A,R) → K0(A′,R) is injective. We may assume that A is a central simple algebra over
E. We have a commutative diagram
(24)
0 K1(A) K1(AR) K0(A,R) 0
0 K1(A′) K1(A′R) K0(A′,R) 0.
δ
ι
δ′
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We may identify all the K1-groups with subgroups of Z(A′R)×. Let x ∈ K0(A,R) be in the
kernel of ι, and let z ∈ K1(AR) such that δ(z) = x. Since Z(AR)× ∩ Z(A′)× = Z(A)×, we have
nrR(z) ∈ Z(A)×. Looking at the conditions (7) and (8) describing the image of the reduced norm
maps, we see that z comes from K1(A) and thus x = 0. 
Proposition 15. Let E be a number field, and let ρ ∶ A → B be a morphism beween finite-
dimensional semisimple E-algebras. Let M = (X,p,0) ∈ CHMK(B) be a Chow motive, and let
ρ∗M ∈ CHMK(A) be the motive obtained by restricting the action to A. Let i, n be integers such
that 0 ⩽ i ⩽ 2 dimX and n > i2 + 1. Then the equivariant Beilinson conjecture for L(BH i(M), n)
implies the equivariant Beilinson conjecture for L(AH i(ρ∗M), n). Moreover, if ρ is surjective
then the converse holds.
Proof. The map ρ induces an exact functor from the category of finitely generated B-modules
to the category of finitely generated A-modules, which in turns induces maps ρ∗ on K-groups.
Assume the equivariant Beilinson conjecture for L(BH i(M), n). Let Bϑ∞ be the corresponding
element of K0(B,R), and let Aϑ∞ = ρ∗(Bϑ∞). By Lemma 6, we have isomorphisms K1(AC) ≅
Z(AC)× andK1(BC) ≅ Z(BC)×. We use these to define a norm map ρ∗ ∶ Z(BC)× → Z(AC)×. By
construction of the equivariant L-function, we then have ρ∗(L(BH i(M), s)) = L(AH i(ρ∗M), s)
(see [5, Thm 4.1]). Taking invariants under Gal(C/R), we also have a map ρ∗ ∶ Z(BR)× →
Z(AR)×, and we are left to show that ρ∗ commutes with the extended boundary map, in other
words that ρ∗ ○ δˆB = δˆA ○ ρ∗. This identity is true on K1(BR) because the boundary map is
functorial, and it is true on Z(B)× because ρ∗(Z(B)×) ⊂ Z(A)×.
Assume ρ is surjective. By the discussion above, it suffices to prove that ρ∗ ∶ K0(B,R) →
K0(A,R) is injective. Since A is semisimple, we must have an isomorphism A ≅ B×B′ such that
ρ becomes the canonical projection. Then K0(A,R) ≅ K0(B,R) ⊕K0(B′,R) and the result is
clear. 
Proposition 16. Let E be a number field, and let A be a finite-dimensional semisimple E-
algebra. Let e be a nonzero idempotent of A, and let A′ = eAe. Let M = (X,p,0) ∈ CHMK(A) be
a Chow motive, and let i, n be integers such that 0 ⩽ i ⩽ 2 dimX and n > i2 + 1. If the equivariant
Beilinson conjecture holds for L(AH i(M), n), then it holds for L(A′H i(e(M)), n).
Proof. The algebra A′ is semisimple (see [2, §9, Exerc. 10d, p. 162]). We have an exact functor
e∗ sending a finitely generated A-module V to the A′-module V ′ = e(V ). It induces maps
e∗ ∶ K1(AR) → K1(A′R) and e∗ ∶ K0(A,R) → K0(A′,R). Moreover, we have a morphism of
E-algebras e∗ ∶ Z(A) → Z(A′) sending x to exe. By definition of the reduced norm map, the
diagram
(25)
K1(AR) Z(AR)×
K1(A′R) Z(A′R)×
nrR
e∗ e∗
nr′R
is commutative. It follows that e∗ commutes with the extended boundary maps. By definition of
the equivariant L-function [5, §4.1], we have e∗(L(AH i(M), s)) = L(A′H i(e(M)), s). Assume the
equivariant Beilinson conjecture for L(AH i(M), n), and let Aϑ∞ be the corresponding element
of K0(A,R). Applying e∗ to all objects appearing in the Beilinson regulator map, we see that
the element of K0(A′,R) associated to the regulator map for A′H i(e(M)) is simply e∗(Aϑ∞).
Thus the equivariant conjecture for L(A′H i(e(M)), n) holds. 
2. Modular abelian varieties
In this section and §3, we fix a newform f = ∑n≥1 anqn of weight 2 on Γ1(N) without complex
multiplication. Let Kf ⊂C be the number field generated by the Fourier coefficients of f .
Let Af /Q be the modular abelian variety attached to f . It is defined as the quotient
J1(N)/IfJ1(N), where J1(N) is the Jacobian of the modular curve X1(N), and If is the anni-
hilator of f in the Hecke algebra. There is a natural isomorphism Kf ≅ EndQ(Af) ⊗Q, which
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shows that Af is simple over Q. In general, the abelian variety Af is not absolutely simple. We
first recall a standard result on the simple factors of Af over a given extension of Q.
Fix a subfield F of Q. Let X = EndF (Af)⊗Q be the endomorphism algebra of (Af)F . The
following theorem was proved by Ribet [25, Thm 5.1] in the case F =Q. The general case follows
rather easily from this case.
Theorem 17. (a) The center k of X is a subfield of Kf .
(b) The dimension of X over k is [Kf ∶ k]2.
(c) The abelian variety Af is isogenous over F to the power of a simple abelian variety
Bf,F /F .
(d) The abelian variety Bf,F is unique up to F -isogeny. Moreover, if F /Q is Galois, then
Bf,F is F -isogenous to all its Gal(F /Q)-conjugates.
Proof. Since f doesn’t have complex multiplication, the abelian variety (Af)Q has no abelian
subvariety of CM-type. This implies that Kf is its own commutant in EndQ(Af) ⊗Q (see the
proof of [26, Prop. 5.2]), which proves (a). Now X is a central simple algebra over k, and Kf
is a (semisimple) maximal commutative subalgebra of X, so that [X ∶ k] = [Kf ∶ k]2 by [2, §14,
N°6, Prop. 3], which proves (b). Moreover k being a field means precisely that Af is F -isogenous
to the power of a simple abelian variety over F , which proves (c). Finally (d) follows from the
unicity of decomposition of (Af)F into simple factors up to isogeny, together with the fact that
Af is defined over Q. 
Remark 5. In the particular case where F /Q is Galois and Bf,F is an elliptic curve, Theorem
17(d) says precisely that Bf,F is a Q-curve completely defined over F in the terminology of [24,
p. 286].
It is known that the minimal number field over which all endomorphisms of Af are defined is
a finite abelian extension of Q [14, Prop. 2.1].
In the following, we fix a finite abelian extension F /Q. We show that the L-function of Bf,F
can be expressed as a product of twists of L-functions of conjugates of f . Note that Bf,F is
defined only up to F -isogeny, but it makes sense to speak of its L-function.
Let V` be the Tate module of Af with coefficients inQ`. It carries an action ofGQ = Gal(Q/Q).
After choosing an isomorphism Q` ≅C, we have a decomposition
(26) V` ∶= V` ⊗Q` Q` ≅ ∏
σ∶Kf↪CVfσ
where Vfσ denotes the 2-dimensional Q`-representation of GQ associated to fσ. This decompo-
sition is compatible with the action of Kf , where Kf acts on Vfσ through σ. Let G = Gal(F /Q),
and let Gˆ be the group of complex-valued characters of G. We will identify elements of Gˆ with
Dirichlet characters in the usual way.
Lemma 18. Let σ, τ ∶Kf ↪C. The following conditions are equivalent :
(a) The restrictions of Vfσ and Vfτ to GF = Gal(Q/F ) are isomorphic.
(b) There exists a character χ ∈ Gˆ such that f τ = fσ ⊗ χ.
(c) We have σ∣k = τ ∣k.
If these conditions are satisfied, then the character χ in (b) is unique.
Proof. See the proof of [25, Thm 4.4]. 
Consider the equivalence relation on Hom(Kf ,C) given by Lemma 18, namely σ ∼ τ ⇔ σ∣k =
τ ∣k. Fix a system Σ of representatives of Hom(Kf ,C)/ ∼. We have ∣Σ∣ = [k ∶Q].
Proposition 19. Let D = EndF (Bf,F )⊗Q, and let t = [D ∶ k]1/2 be the degree of D. We have
(27) L(Bf,F /F, s) = ∏
σ∈Σ∏χ∈GˆL(fσ ⊗ χ, s)t.
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Proof. Write Af ∼F Bnf,F , so that X ≅Mn(D). By Theorem 17(b), we know that [Kf ∶ k] = nt.
By Lemma 18, the Q`-Tate module of Bf,F is isomorphic as a GF -module to ∏σ∈Σ V tfσ . For a
given embedding σ ∶Kf ↪C, we have
Ind
GQ
GF
(Vfσ ∣GF ) ≅ ⊕
χ∈GˆVfσ ⊗ χ.
Taking L-functions of both sides, and using Artin formalism, we get
L(Vfσ ∣GF , s) = ∏
χ∈GˆL(fσ ⊗ χ, s).
The formula for L(Bf,F /F, s) follows. 
Conversely, we have the following result by Guitart and Quer [16, 15].
Theorem 20. Let A be an abelian variety over a number field F such that L(A/F, s) is a product
of L-functions of newforms of weight 2 without complex multiplication. Then the extension F /Q
is abelian, and there exist newforms f1, . . . , fr of weight 2 without complex multiplication such
that A is F -isogenous to Bf1,F ×⋯ ×Bfr,F .
Proof. Let B = ResF /QA be the restriction of scalars of A. Let f1, . . . , fr be newforms of weight
2 such that L(A/F, s) = L(B/Q, s) = L(f1, s)⋯L(fr, s). By the proof of [16, Prop 2.3], the
abelian variety B is Q-isogenous to An1f1 × ⋯ ×Anrfr for some integers n1, . . . , nr ⩾ 0, and by the
proof of [15, Prop 2.2], the extension F /Q is abelian. Let C be a F -simple factor of A. The
abelian variety D = ResF /QC is a factor of B, thus is also Q-isogenous to Am1f1 × ⋯ × Amrfr for
some integers 0 ⩽mi ⩽ ni. Moreover C is a F -simple factor of DF and thus a factor of (Af)F for
some newform f without CM. 
The abelian varieties whose L-functions are products of L-functions of newforms of weight 2
are called strongly modular in [16]. By Theorem 20, every non-CM strongly modular abelian
variety over a number field is a Q-variety, in the sense that it is isogenous to all its Galois
conjugates. In the particular case of elliptic curves, this gives the following result.
Corollary 21. Let E be an elliptic curve without complex multiplication over a number field F
such that L(E/F, s) is a product of L-functions of newforms of weight 2. Then the extension
F /Q is abelian, and there exist a newform f of weight 2 without complex multiplication such that
E is F -isogenous to Bf,F . In particular E is a Q-curve completely defined over F .
Remark 6. As was pointed out to me by Xavier Guitart, Theorem 20 and Corollary 21 do not
hold in the CM case. As an example, let K = Q(√−23) and let H be the Hilbert class field of
K. Let E be a Q-curve over H with complex multiplication by K. Then E can be defined over
the cubic number field Q(j(E)). By a result of Nakamura [22, §5, Thm 3], the restriction of
scalars B = ResQ(j(E))/QE is an abelian variety of GL2-type, thus E is strongly modular, but
the extension Q(j(E))/Q is not Galois.
It was predicted by Serre that the Q-curves are precisely the elliptic curves which arise as
quotients of J1(N) over Q. This is now a theorem thanks to the work of Ribet [26] and the
proof of Serre’s modularity conjecture due to Khare-Wintenberger (see [18, Thm 7.2]). It follows
that every Q-curve E/Q is isogenous over Q to Bf,Q for some newform f of weight 2. It seems
an interesting question to determine a minimal field of definition for this isogeny in terms of the
arithmetic of E. By Corollary 21, every non-CM strongly modular Q-curve E/F is completely
defined over F . The converse is not true, even if F /Q is abelian : see the introduction of [16]
for a counterexample with F = Q(√−2,√−3). However, if F is a quadratic field, then every
non-CM Q-curve completely defined over F is strongly modular, so that our results will apply
to these Q-curves. In the general case, necessary and sufficient conditions for strong modularity
in terms of splittings of 2-cocycles are worked out in [16, Thm 5.3, Thm 5.4].
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3. Modular curves in the adelic setting
3.1. Notations and standard results. Let us recall the notations of [4, §4]. Let Af be
the ring of finite adèles of Q. To any compact open subgroup K of GL2(Af) is associated
a smooth projective modular curve MK over Q, whose set of complex points MK(C) is the
compactification of the Riemann surface GL2(Q)/(h± × GL2(Af))/K. There are natural pro-
jections piK′,K ∶ MK′ → MK for any compact open subgroups K ′ ⊂ K of GL2(Af). For any
g ∈ GL2(Af), there is a canonical isomorphism g ∶MK ≅Ð→Mg−1Kg, given at the level of complex
points by (τ, h)↦ (τ, hg).
The Hecke algebra T˜K is the space of functions K/GL2(Af)/K → Q with finite support,
equipped with the convolution product [6]. We may identify T˜K with its image in the Q-
algebra of finite correspondences on MK by sending the characteristic function of KgK to the
correspondence T˜ (g) = T˜ (g)K defined by the diagram
(28)
MK∩g−1Kg
MK MK
pi pi′
T˜ (g)
where pi = piK∩g−1Kg,K and pi′ = pigKg−1∩K,K ○ g−1.
The space Ω1(MK) carries a natural structure of left T˜K-module, and we denote by TK the
image of T˜K in EndQ(Ω1(MK)). We denote by T (g) = T (g)K the canonical image of T˜ (g) in
TK . Using notations of (28), we have T (g) = pi′∗ ○ pi∗.
The ring T˜K also acts from the left on H1(MK(C),Q), and this action factors through TK .
In fact, Poincaré duality induces a perfect bilinear pairing
(29) ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ ∶H1(MK(C),R)− × (Ω1(MK)⊗R)→R
satisfying ⟨T˜ (g)η,ω⟩ = ⟨η, T˜ (g−1)ω⟩ for every g ∈ GL2(Af), η ∈ H1(MK(C),R)− and ω ∈
Ω1(MK)⊗R.
Let us define Ω = limÐ→K Ω1(MK)⊗Q, where the direct limit is taken with respect to the pull-
back maps pi∗K′,K . This space carries a natural GL2(Af)-action, and for any K we have ΩK =
Ω1(MK)⊗Q. The space Ω decomposes as a direct sum of irreducible admissible representations
Ω(pi) of GL2(Af). Let Π(K) be the set of those representations pi satisfying Ω(pi)K ≠ {0}. We
have a direct sum decomposition
(30) Ω1(MK)⊗Q = ⊕
pi∈Π(K)Ω(pi)K
where the Ω(pi)K are pairwise non-isomorphic simple TK ⊗Q-modules [19, p. 393].
Lemma 22. The natural map
TK ⊗Q→ ∏
pi∈Π(K)EndQ(Ω(pi)K)
is an isomorphism. In particular TK is a semisimple algebra.
Proof. The above map is injective by definition of TK . The surjectivity follows from Burnside’s
Theorem [2, §5, N°3, Cor. 1 of Prop. 4, p. 79]. The algebra TK ⊗Q, being a product of matrix
algebras over Q, is semisimple. This implies that TK is semisimple [2, §12, N°7, Cor. 2 a), p.
218]. 
As a consequence of Lemma 22, note that for each pi ∈ Π(K), the center Z(TK) acts on Ω(pi)K
through a character θpi,K ∶ Z(TK)→Q.
Let p be a prime number, and let $p be the element of A×f whose component at p is equal
to p, and whose other components are equal to 1. The Hecke operator T˜ (p) = T˜ (p)K ∈ T˜K is
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defined as the characteristic function of the double coset K ($p 0
0 1
)K, and the Hecke operator
T˜ (p, p) = T˜ (p, p)K ∈ T˜K is defined as the characteristic function of K ($p 00 $p). We let T (p) =
T (p)K and T (p, p) = T (p, p)K be their respective images in TK . If p doesn’t divide the level of
K, meaning that K contains GL2(Zp) (this happens for all but finitely many p), then T˜ (p) and
T˜ (p, p) belong to the center of T˜K . In this case T (p) and T (p, p) act by scalar multiplication
on each Ω(pi)K .
3.2. Base changes of Hecke correspondences. In this subsection, we assume that det(K) =
Zˆ×, which means that MK is geometrically connected.
Let F be a finite abelian extension of Q, with Galois group G = Gal(F /Q). Let UF be
the subgroup of Zˆ× corresponding to F by abelian class field theory. We have an isomorphism
Zˆ×/UF ≅ G. Let us define
KF = {g ∈K ∶ det(g) ∈ UF }.
The determinant map induces an isomorphism K/KF ≅ G. The modular curve MKF is canon-
ically isomorphic to the base change MK ⊗Q F . The group G acts on the right on SpecF and
MKF . This induces a left action of G on Ω
1(MKF ). The action of an element σ ∈ G on Ω1(MKF )
coincides with T (g)KF , where g is any representative of σ in K.
Let δ ∶ MKF → SpecF be the structural morphism. Let T = (X,α,β) be a finite correspon-
dence on MKF , defined by the diagram
(31)
X
MKF MKF .
α β
T
There exists a unique element σ ∈ G such that δ ○β = σ∗ ○ δ ○α. We say that T is defined over F
if σ = idG, which amounts to say that δ ○ α = δ ○ β.
Lemma 23. Let g ∈ GL2(Af). The correpondence T˜ (g) on MKF is defined over F if and only
if det(g) ∈Q>0 ⋅UF .
We denote by T˜′KF the subalgebra of T˜KF generated by those correspondences T˜ (g)KF which
are defined over F . Let T′KF be the canonical image of T˜′KF in TKF . The elements of T′KF are
precisely those elements of TKF which are F -linear endomorphisms of Ω
1(MKF ) ≅ Ω1(MK)⊗F ,
and we have an isomorphism
(32) TKF = T′KF {G}.
We now restrict to the case
K =K1(N) = {g ∈ GL2(Zˆ) ∶ g ≡ (∗ ∗0 1) (mod N)}.
The associated modular curves are MK1(N) =X1(N) and MK1(N)F =X1(N)F .
Let us recall the relation between Hecke operators on X1(N) and X1(N)F . Define the base
change morphism νF ∶ EndQ(Ω1(X1(N)))→ EndF (Ω1(X1(N))⊗F ) by νF (T ) = T ⊗ idF . Fix an
integer m ⩾ 1 such that F ⊂ Q(ζm). For any element α ∈ (Z/mZ)×, let σα denote its canonical
image in G.
The following lemma was proved in [4, Lemma 13].
Lemma 24. For any prime p not dividing Nm, we have
νF (T (p)K1(N)) = T (p)K1(N)F ⋅ σp(33)
νF (T (p, p)K1(N)) = T (p, p)K1(N)F ⋅ σ2p.(34)
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Now let f be a newform of weight 2 on Γ1(N). Fix an embedding σ ∶Kf ↪C and a character
χ ∈ Gˆ, and let pi(fσ ⊗ χ) be the automorphic representation of GL2(Af) associated to the
newform fσ ⊗ χ. We have pi(fσ ⊗ χ) ≅ pi(fσ) ⊗ (χ˜ ○ det), where χ˜ ∶ A×f /Q>0 → C× denotes the
adèlization of χ, sending $p to χ(p) for every prime p not dividing m. Since pi(fσ) ∈ Π(K1(N)),
we have pi(fσ ⊗ χ) ∈ Π(K1(N)F ).
The following lemma was proved in [4, Lemma 15].
Lemma 25. Let σ ∶ Kf ↪ C and χ ∈ Gˆ. For any prime p not dividing Nm, the operator
T (p)K1(N)F (resp. T (p, p)K1(N)F ) acts as σ(ap)χ(p) (resp. χ(p)2) on Ω(pi(fσ ⊗ χ))K1(N)F .
3.3. Modularity of endomorphism algebras. In this section, we show that every endomor-
phism of Af defined over an abelian extension of Q is of automorphic origin. This is the main
technical ingredient in order to apply Beilinson’s theorem on modular curves. That all endo-
morphisms of Af over Q are modular was proved by Ribet [25] using a construction of Shimura
[30] (see also the work of Momose [20], Brown-Ghate [3], Ghate-González-Jiménez-Quer [12],
González-Lario [14]). Our approach is different in that we study endomorphisms defined over a
given abelian extension of Q. Moreover, our statement and proof are completely automorphic
and don’t involve explicit computation of Hecke operators.
In this section, we fix a finite abelian extension F ofQ. Let ΩN,F = Ω1(X1(N)F ) ≅ Ω1(X1(N))F .
In order to ease notations, letTN,F = TK1(N)F ⊂ EndQ(ΩN,F ) andT′N,F = T′K1(N)F ⊂ EndF (ΩN,F ).
By (32) we have an isomorphism TN,F ≅ T′N,F {G}.
Lemma 26. There is a commutative diagram
(35)
T′N,F EndF (J1(N))op ⊗Q EndF (ΩN,F )
TN,F EndF (J1(N))op ⊗Q{G} EndQ(ΩN,F )
ρ′
ρ
such that for any T ∈ T′N,F , we have ρ′(T )∗ = T and for any σ ∈ G, we have ρ(σ) = σ.
Proof. The cotangent space of J1(N)F at the origin is given by Ω1(J1(N))F and can be iden-
tified canonically with ΩN,F . We define the map EndF (J1(N)) → EndF (ΩN,F ) by sending an
endomorphism ϕ of J1(N)F to its cotangent map Cot(ϕ) at the origin. If T˜ is a finite corre-
spondence on X1(N)F defined over F , and T is the canonical image of T˜ in EndF (ΩN,F ), then
by definition of the Jacobian variety, there is a unique endomorphism ϕ(T˜ ) ∈ EndF (J1(N))⊗Q
such that the Cot(ϕ(T˜ )) = T . In particular, the restriction of the map T˜ ↦ ϕ(T˜ ) to T˜′N,F
factors through T′N,F . This defines the map ρ′ of (35). We define ρ by extending linearly ρ′
using TN,F ≅ T′N,F {G}. 
We next give a criterion for an endomorphism of J1(N) to induce an endomorphism of Af .
Let pi ∶ J1(N) → Af denote the canonical projection, and let piF ∶ J1(N)F → (Af)F be its base
change to F . Let Ωf,F = Ω1(Af)F . We may and will identify Ωf,F with its image in ΩN,F by
means of the canonical injection pi∗F ∶ Ω1(Af)F → Ω1(J1(N))F . The following result is classical.
Lemma 27. Let T be an element of T′N,F . Then ρ′(T ) induces an element of EndF (Af)⊗Q if
and only if T leaves stable Ωf,F .
Proof. Since Af = J1(N)/IfJ1(N), we have an exact sequence
0→ Lie(IfJ1(N))→ Lie(J1(N))→ Lie(Af)→ 0.
Base changing to F , we get an exact sequence
0→ Lie(IfJ1(N))F → Lie(J1(N))F → Lie(Af)F → 0.
The dual exact sequence is
0→ Ωf,F → ΩN,F → Ω1(IfJ1(N))F → 0.
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Let D ∈ EndF (Lie(J1(N))F ) be the differential of ρ′(T ) at the origin. The operators T and D
are dual to each other. Then ρ′(T ) induces an endomorphism of (Af)F if and only if D leaves
stable Lie(IfJ1(N))F , which means exactly that T leaves stable Ωf,F . 
As a next step, we determine how Af interacts with the Hecke algebra. Fix an embedding of
Q into C. For any σ ∶ Kf ↪ C, the differential form ωfσ = 2piifσ(z)dz defines an element of
Ω1(X1(N))⊗Q, and the elements (ωfσ)σ∶Kf↪C form a Q-basis of Ω1(Af)⊗Q. By the normal
basis theorem, the Q-vector space F ⊗Q splits into Q-lines (Lχ)χ∈Gˆ such that σ ∈ G acts as
χ(σ) on Lχ.
Proposition 28. We have a direct sum decomposition
(36) Ωf,F ⊗QQ = ⊕
σ∶Kf↪C
χ∈Gˆ
ωfσ ⋅Lχ
and for every σ ∶Kf ↪C and χ ∈ Gˆ, we have ωfσ ⋅Lχ ⊂ Ω(pi(fσ ⊗ χ)).
Proof. The decomposition (36) follows from the equality Ωf,F ⊗ Q = Ω1(Af) ⊗ F ⊗ Q. Let
L = ωfσ ⋅Lχ. Let p be a prime not dividing Nm. We know that T (p)X1(N)(ωfσ) = σ(ap)ωfσ . It
follows that νF (T (p)X1(N)) acts as σ(ap) on L. Moreover σp acts as χ(p) on L. By Lemma 24,
we deduce that T (p)X1(N)F acts as σ(ap)χ(p) on L. Similarly T (p, p)X1(N)F acts as χ(p)2 on
L. The result now follows from Lemma 25 together with the multiplicity one theorems [23]. 
Proposition 29. There exists an idempotent ef ∈ TN,F whose image is precisely Ωf,F .
Proof. By Galois descent, it is sufficient to prove the existence of an idempotent ef ∈ TN,F ⊗Q
whose image is Ωf,F ⊗Q. This follows from Lemma 22 and Proposition 28. 
Remark 7. Let ι ∶ IfJ1(N) → J1(N) be the canonical inclusion and consider the dual map
ι∨ ∶ J1(N) = J1(N)∨ → (IfJ1(N))∨. Since the map (pi, ι∨) ∶ J1(N) → Af × (IfJ1(N))∨ is an
isogeny, there exists a canonical projector ecanf ∈ EndQ(J1(N)) ⊗Q with image Af . It seems
reasonable to hope that ecanf belongs to the image of ρ
′ in diagram (35), but I haven’t tried to
prove this.
Now, let us consider the semisimple algebra Tf,F = efTN,F ef . It leaves stable Ωf,F , so that
by Lemma 27, we have an induced map ρf ∶ Tf,F → EndF (Af)op ⊗Q{G}.
Theorem 30. Assume f doesn’t have CM. Then the map ρf ∶ Tf,F → EndF (Af)op ⊗Q{G} is
bijective. In particular, every endomorphism of Af defined over F arises from TN,F .
Proof. Since Tf,F embeds in EndQ(Ωf,F ), the map ρf is injective. Let us prove that ρf is
surjective. Let F be the set of newforms fσ ⊗ χ with σ ∶Kf ↪C and χ ∈ Gˆ. For any g ∈ F , let
(37) Ωf,F [g] = (Ωf,F ⊗Q) ∩Ω(pi(g))
denote the g-eigenspace of Ωf,F . By Proposition 28, we have direct sum decompositions
Ωf,F ⊗Q =⊕
g∈F Ωf,F [g],(38)
Ωf,F [g] = ⊕
σ,χ
fσ⊗χ=g
ωfσ ⋅Lχ.(39)
By Lemma 18 and since f doesn’t have CM, we have ∣F ∣ = ∣Σ∣ ⋅ ∣Gˆ∣ = [k ∶ Q] ⋅ [F ∶ Q], and
dimQΩf,F [g] = [Kf ∶ k] for every g ∈ F , using notations from §2. By Lemma 22, the map
(40) Tf,F ⊗Q→ ∏
g∈F EndQΩf,F [g]
is bijective. It follows that the rank of ρf is∑
g∈F(dimQΩf,F [g])2 = [k ∶Q] ⋅ [F ∶Q] ⋅ [Kf ∶ k]2
which agrees with the dimension of EndF (Af)⊗Q{G} given by Theorem 17. 
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Remark 8. It is well-known that Xf = EndQ(Af) ⊗Q is a crossed product algebra containing
the Hecke field Kf as a maximal commutative subalgebra [25, Thm 5.1]. In fact, if kf denotes
the center of Xf , then Xf is a vector space of dimension [Kf ∶ kf ] over Kf , with an explicit
Kf -basis of endomorphisms induced by the inner twists of f [25, §5]. It would be interesting to
express these endomorphisms in terms of ρf .
4. Proofs of the main results
Let us first recall Beilinson’s theorem on modular curves [1]. Let K be a compact open
subgroup of GL2(Af). For every pi ∈ Π(K), let L(pi, s) denote the Jacquet-Langlands L-function
of pi, with values in Q ⊗ C, and shifted by 12 so that the functional equation corresponds to
s↔ 2 − s. Note that L(pi, s) actually takes values in E(pi)⊗C, where E(pi) ⊂ Q is the number
field generated by the values of the character θpi,K ∶ Z(TK) → Q. If f is a newform of weight 2
with Fourier coefficients in Q and pi(f) is the automorphic representation of GL2(Af) associated
to f , then we have L(pi(f), s)σ = L(fσ, s) for every embedding σ ∶ Q ↪ C. The functional
equation implies that the L-function L(pi, s) has a simple zero at each integer m ⩽ 0, with
L′(pi,m) ∈ (E(pi)⊗R)×. Fix an integer n ⩾ 2. We have an isomorphism
(41) H2D(MK/R,R(n)) ≅H1B(MK(C),R(n − 1))+.
The Betti cohomology group decomposes with respect to the action of the Hecke algebra:
(42) H1B(MK(C),Q(n − 1))+ ⊗Q = ⊕
pi∈Π(K)H(pi)
where H(pi) is the subspace cut out by the character θpi,K acting on Ω(pi)K .
Beilinson constructs a subspace Wn ⊂H2M(MK ,Q(n)) with the following property.
Theorem (Beilinson, [1] Thm 1.3). Let R = rБ(Wn) ⊂H1B(MK(C),R(n−1))+. We have a direct
sum decomposition R⊗Q =⊕pi∈Π(K)R(pi) with R(pi) = L′(pi,2 − n) ⋅H(pi) inside H(pi)⊗R.
Remark 9. The localization sequence in K-theory implies that H2M/Z(MK ,Q(n)) =
H2M(MK ,Q(n)) for any n ⩾ 3. In the case n = 2, Schappacher and Scholl [27, Thm 1.1.2(iii)]
later proved that W2 ⊂H2M/Z(MK ,Q(2)).
Let us now reformulate Beilinson’s theorem using the equivariant formalism of §1. The Hecke
algebra TK acts on the Chow motive H1(MK)(n), thereby defining an element of CHMQ(TK).
The following result is probably well-known to the experts, but doesn’t seem to appear in the
literature.
Theorem 31 (Equivariant version of Beilinson’s theorem). Conjecture 10 holds for the equivari-
ant L-value L(TKH1(MK), n).
Proof. By Proposition 14, it suffices to prove that for some number field E, Conjecture 10 holds
for L(AM,n) where M = H1(MK) ⊗Q E and A = TK ⊗Q E. Let E ⊂ Q be the number
field generated by the (finitely many) fields E(pi) with pi ∈ Π(K). Note that for every such
representation pi, the space Ω(pi)K as a natural E-structure Ω(pi)KE , and that the character θpi,K
takes values in E. We have a direct sum decompositionM =⊕pi∈Π(K)M(pi) in CHMQ(A), where
the structural morphism A→ End(M(pi)) factors through Api ∶= EndE(Ω(pi)KE ) (see Lemma 22).
Moreover L(ApiM(pi), s) = L(pi, s) in E⊗C. By Proposition 15, it suffices to establish Conjecture
10 for L(ApiM(pi), n).
By construction, the Beilinson subspace Wn is stable under TK . For any pi ∈ Π(K), let
Wn(pi) be the subspace of Wn ⊗Q E cut out by the character θpi,K . We may identify Wn(pi)
with a subspace of H2M/Z(M(pi),E(n)). Since the Beilinson regulator map is TK-equivariant,
we have rБ(Wn(pi))⊗E Q = R(pi). Note that H(pi) has a natural E-structure H(pi)E and that
L′(pi,2 − n) ∈ (E ⊗R)×. By Beilinson’s theorem, we have R(pi) = L′(pi,2 − n) ⋅H(pi) and this
implies rБ(Wn(pi)) = L′(pi,2−n) ⋅H(pi)E . This means precisely that the element ϑ∞(Wn(pi)) of
K0(Api,R) is given by δˆ(L′(pi,2 − n)). 
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Theorem 32. Let f be a newform of weight 2 without complex multiplication, and let F be a
finite abelian extension of Q. Let X = EndF (Af) ⊗Q and G = Gal(F /Q). For every integer
n ⩾ 2, Conjecture 10 holds for L(X{G}Af /F,n).
Proof. Assume f ∈ S2(Γ1(N)) is a newform of level N . We use Theorem 31 with the subgroup
K = K1(N)F defined in 3.2, so that MK = X1(N)F . Let J1(N)F be the Jacobian of X1(N)F .
We have an isomorphism H1(X1(N)F ) ≅ H1(J1(N)F ) in CHMQ(TN,F ) (see for instance [28,
Prop 4.5] applied to X = X1(N)F and X ′ = J1(N)F ). Let ef ∈ TN,F be the idempotent
from Proposition 29, and let Tf,F = efTN,F ef . By Theorem 30, we have an isomorphism of
Chow motives ef(H1(J1(N)F )) =H1(Af /F ) in CHMQ(Xop{G}). The result now follows from
Proposition 16. 
Theorem 33. Let f be a newform of weight 2 without complex multiplication, and let F,F ′ be
finite abelian extensions of Q such that F ⊂ F ′. Let X = EndF ′(Bf,F )⊗Q and G = Gal(F ′/F ).
For every integer n ⩾ 2, Conjecture 10 holds for L(X{G}Bf,F /F ′, n).
Proof. By definition of Bf,F , we have an isogeny Af ∼F Bmf,F for some m ⩾ 1, and thus an isomor-
phism of Chow motives H1(Af /F ′) ≅H1(Bf,F /F ′)⊕m. Let R =Mm(X{G}) ≅Mm(X){G}. Put
X ′ = EndF ′(Af)⊗Q and G′ = Gal(F ′/Q), so that we have a canonical embedding R ↪X ′{G′}.
By Theorem 32 and Proposition 15, Conjecture 10 holds for L(RopH1(Bf,F /F ′)⊕m, n). We
conclude by projecting onto H1(Bf,F /F ′) using Proposition 16. 
Putting together Theorems 20 and 33, we deduce the following result.
Corollary 34. Let A be an abelian variety over a number field K such that L(A/K,s) is a product
of L-functions of newforms of weight 2 without complex multiplication. Let X = EndK(A)⊗Q.
Then for every integer n ⩾ 2, Conjecture 10 holds for L(XA,n).
In the particular case of Q-curves, this gives the following result.
Corollary 35. Let E be a Q-curve without complex multiplication over a number field K such
that L(E/K,s) is a product of L-functions of newforms of weight 2. Then for every integer n ⩾ 2,
Conjecture 10 holds for L(E/K,n).
This result has the following consequence on Zagier’s conjecture on L(E,2) (see [4] for how
to derive Corollary 36 from Corollary 35).
Corollary 36. Let E be a Q-curve without complex multiplication over a number field K such
that L(E/K,s) is a product of L-functions of newforms of weight 2. Then the weak form of
Zagier’s conjecture on L(E/K,2) holds.
We also get the following consequence on L(E,3). Deninger predicted that for an elliptic curve
E/Q, the L-value L(E,3) can be expressed in terms of certain double Eisenstein-Kronecker series
evaluated at algebraic points of E [10]. Goncharov proved this conjecture in [13] by explicitly
computing the regulator map on K4(E) and applying Beilinson’s theorem. Deninger’s conjec-
ture can be generalized to an elliptic curve over an arbitrary number field. Using Goncharov’s
techniques, we get the following result.
Corollary 37. Let E be a Q-curve without complex multiplication over a number field K such
that L(E/K,s) is a product of L-functions of newforms of weight 2. Then the weak form of
Deninger’s conjecture on L(E/K,3) holds.
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